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overload the student in beginning the study of first aid; the
pictures are clhosen froin well-known textbooks of anatomy.
Wounds and wound infection, bandaging, fractures, and
dislocations, regional and general injuries, are thorouglhly
well represented as far as possible in non-techlnical
plhraseology, with insistence on observance of general
l)rinciples to guide treatment. The book is nicely balanced
a-nd proportiotned, and appears likely to lessen the d3ngers
associated with tlle possession and application of smnall
stores of knowledge. We would like to point out, lhow-
ever, that it is not right to say "tlhe first symptoms of
tetanus noted are convulsions beginning in the mnuscles of
the jaw" (p. 164); all recent teaching in this disease
(draws attention to local muscular rigidity and spasm as
the first sign to be watched for. Again, we tlhink the
aLitlor, in the anatomical chapter, should not employ thle
terms " bregrna," "inion," " gnatlhion," etc., in describing
the bony prominences of the skull, and should correct the
statement that the spinal cord is "about the size of, or a
little larger than, a lead pencil," or at least give the cross
section measurements of the lead pencil. Apart from these
minor faults the book is excellent of its kind.

LEONARDO DA VINCI AS AN ANATOMIST.
IN his study of Leonardo da Vinci as an anatoinist, Dr. H.
HOPSTOCK,4 Prosector of Anatomy at the University of
Chiristiania, has drawn on the Windsor -manuscripts (Fogli
A and B) whiclh have been reproduced by Sabachnikoff
and Piumati, and lhas utilized also the remaining 129
Windsor Leonardo manuscripts translated by Vangen,
Fonahn, and Hopstock, and published by Dybwad as
Quaderni d'anatomia I-IV. His comparison of the Fogli
with1 the Quadernzi shiows that the former deal -almost ex-
clusively witlh anatomy and physiology. The dissections
reveal Leonardo as a great and original anatoimist, and hiis
comparatively fluent and easv diction is, in Dr. Hopstock's
opinion, proof that the Fogli were written in the anatomist's
later years; the Quaderni shlow better the way in wlhich
Leonardo acquired Ilis knowledge of anatomy. About one
quarter of tlhem deals witlh subjects otlher than anatomy
and plhysiology; the style is in many cases obscure anld
lheavy, and they probably represent the notes of llis early
anatomical and physiological studies.

Dr. Hopstock thlinks tllat Leonardo started with some
knowledge of anatomy derived from old sources, but
that he soon struLck out independently, developing hiis
nethods of research on original and scientific lines. His
mietlhod of dissection, hiis opinion of different authors,
hiis views on the arts of dissection, and the interesting
sentiments he experienced while dissecting are analysed
by Dr. Hopstock, who has coine to the conclusion that
Leonardo lhad more than a vague idea of the phenomena
of the circulation of the blood, but admits that no clear
account of it is given. Dr. Hopstock is of opinion
that nobody had previously made so many dissections
of the hiuman body as Leonardo and that he was the
first to describe the uterus as an organ witlh a single
cavity-. He was also tlhe first to give a correct description
of the skeleton and practically all the muscles of tlle
lhuman body. In his study of the blood vessels he was the
first to practise the injection' of a solidifying substance the
better to trace tlhem. No one before him lhad depicted
the heart so well, and it was he who gave the names
auricle and ventricle to its chambers. Dr. Hopstock, whio
reproduces many of Leonardo's drawings, sums up bv
saying that Leonardo, though a mediaeval artist, slhould
be regarded as a modern biologist whlose anatomical and
physiological drawings belong to science rather than to art.

4A?zatomen Leonardo. By Dr. H. Hopstock. Christiania: Steen'ske
Bogtrykkeri og Forlag. 1919. (Demy 8vo, pp. 85; illustrated.)

NOTES ON BOOKS.
THOSE in searel of a practical and scientifieally -written
book on British birds will welcome the appearance of the
Practical Hacndbook of lBriti8h Bird8,5 edited by Mr. H. F.
WiTHERBY. The price of each part is 4s., and as the
whole work is to be cotmpleted in eighteen parts its cost
may be considered moderate. To judge by the two

AA Practical Handbook of British Birds. Edited by H. F.
WVitberby, F.Z.S., M.B.O.U. Parts I and II. London: Witherby and
go. (Demy 8vo, pp. xvi + 64; 65-128; coloured plates and figures.
In 18 parts. 4s. net per part.)

sections now before us the work, when completed, will
contain a vast amount of information carefully analyeed
and recorded; all birds on the British list are to be
included, and both plates and text flgures will be given
in abundance. The plan of the work *shows much
originality, upon which the editor and his five cdllabora-
tors are to be congratulated. The information is very
systematically arranged, and a feature of novelty and
particular value is a description of the sequence of
plumages and smsoults, from the inestling to maturity andl
from season to season, of each bird. An account is givetl
of the flight, notes, and song of each bird, and of it s
characteristic habits as observed in the field; the sections
on the food of birds will help the reader to form his owni
opinion on the vexed question of which species are
injurious and which are not.

Th-e second edition of Details of IMIilitary Medical
Administration,6 by Colonel FORD, of the Medical Corps,
U.S.A., is a niassive and apparently exhaustive work on
a subject now happily of less importance than it was a
year ag,o. It contains twenty chapters and two appendices,
and is full of detailed orders, instructions, forms, schedules,
and the like, with constant reference, of course, to U.S.A.
service regulations.

It is generallv agreed that some reconstruction of out
methods of regulating the traffic in -drink is necessary.
Since D.O.R.A. of 1915 is soon about to expire auto-
ruatically, the old ante bellumn licensing arrangements will
come again into force unless Parliament takes action. Thte
case for the State purchase of the liquor trade has beei
ably set out by Messrs. ROWNTREE and SHERWELL7 in a
pamphlet that well repays reading, and should find a wide
circle of readers at the present critical time.

In the third number of the Seale Hayn6 Nerological
Studies8 Lieut.-Colonel A. F. HURST and his colleagties
continue the record of their experiences in the diagnosis
and treatment of war and other neuroses. Dr. Hurst con-
tributes, with Dr. Synins, an important paper on the
hysterical eleitent wvhich is to be found in many organic
affections of the central nervous system. Other articles,
no less im-portant, on such phenomena as hysterical
vomiting, disorders of micturition, ocular -symptoms,
aphonia and convulsions, written by his co-workers,
complete the number. These studies inalke fascinating
reading, and are of the greatest medical interest and
importance. Every subscriber to the monographs wvill
wish to pay a visit to Seale Hayne, and he will be amply
repaid for his trouble by so doing. Medical men who
are not as yet subscribers will become so at once it
they make the journey and witness the remarkable work
which is being done there by, and under the inspiration
of, Dr. Hurst.

The cleverness of Mr. SOMERSET MAUGHAM'S last novel
cannot be denied. It is somewhat fantastically named
The Moon and Sixpence,9 and the main outline of the story
is so simple that the publisher is able to indicate it suffi-
ciently in seven lines on the outside paper cover. The
book is entertaining, and there are many witty passages-
some of them not quite free from malice. Now and then
the author carries realism a little too far to be agreeable,
but his object is to show in crude colours the egotism of
an artist savagely seeking to express his genius. We have
the author's word for it, on p. 203, that the book is meant
for " family " reading, but the context suggests that this
rnay have been written with the tongue in the cheek.
The old French doctor, Coutras, and one or two other
characters are drawn with much sympathy. We do not
know whether the digression about the strange career of
Dr. Abraham, of St. Thomas's Hospital, is taken from life,
but the author uinderstands his business so well that he
makes one think it has at least a foundation of fact. The
introductory chapter with its make-believe bibliographical
footnotes is very ably done, and whets the reader's
appetite at once.
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